Ask a Miller representative how your business can benefit from our welding automation expertise!

Maximize your success.
The Miller welding automation team will guide you through every step of the process.
- Our experienced automation sales consultants will help design the right cell for your unique needs.
- Miller can help you successfully weld your parts before you buy in our dedicated automation application lab.

Be more competitive.
Automation can deliver the improvements your business needs.
- Drive dramatic productivity improvements by welding much faster than manual welding.
- Experience consistent weld quality by taking variation out of the welding process.
- Lower your cost per part.
- Reduce scrap and rework.

▶ Ask a Miller representative how your business can benefit from our welding automation expertise!
Maximize Your Success with Miller

Best-in-class technology. Dedicated support.

A complete solution you can count on.

Your welding automation solution is built with these best-in-class components.

- **PerformArc™ pre-engineered welding cells** make installations easy, so you can put them to work quickly.
- **Auto-Axcess™ advanced process power sources** produce stable arc performance for consistently clean welds.
- **Tregaskiss™ robotic MIG guns** give robust and repeatable performance — even in the toughest environments.
- **Panasonic robots** are reliable, easy to program and specifically designed for welding.
- **FILTAIR® fume extraction systems** provide a customized, industrial centralized fume management solution with a low-profile hood.

The support you deserve.

Miller provides the support you need before, during and after your welding automation system is installed.

- **Comprehensive training** is available to ensure your operators are comfortable with every aspect of the system’s operation.
- **Desktop programming and simulation software** can work offline to quickly create any new parts you need.
- **Our 24/7 service and support line** is available to provide assistance whenever you need it.

Contact us at: MWASales@MillerWelds.com

MillerWelds.com/automation